MAKE IT YOUR AND YOUR CUSTOMERS' DAY

Self-service wash systems: sophisticated system solutions for your success
SUCCESS CAN BE PLANNED.

Investments should pay off. For this to happen, they must be well-considered. We will be happy to assist you in finding the right strategy and implementing it with our clever system solutions. You can count on that.
SUCCESS CAN BE PLANNED.

Technology
We are pioneers in the field of high-pressure washes. Our technology is advanced, reliable, tried and tested, and is made even better on a daily basis. This is also thanks to our customers, with whom we are always in close contact so that we can immediately implement current market demands.

Modularity
The modular structure of our systems guarantees maximum flexibility in the selection of equipment components. The intelligent modular configuration also allows quick time-saving and cost-saving set-up on-site.

International
As an innovation and market leader in the field of cleaning technology, today we are a globally active, family-owned company that develops and manufactures in Germany. We are always nearby, wherever you are – locally, regionally, globally.

Partnership
You can rely on us. We support you from the first idea, to implementation, through to initial start-up of your system – and of course, beyond that. This benefits both you and your customers.

FOUR GOOD REASONS TO CHOOSE KÄRCHER
AS INDIVIDUAL AS IT GETS.

Whatever you need, we can provide it for you. Our range of powerful, efficient and reliable self-service wash systems, as well as useful, complementary and turnover-generating additional options is as extensive as customers’ requirements are diverse. Completely tailored to you.
**SB MU: extremely flexible**
The modular concept of our SB MU offers you maximum flexibility in configuration and adaptability to conditions on-site. You determine the number of wash bays – anything between four and eight is possible – and choose the right wash programmes for your requirements.

**SB MB: as compact as you like**
The design indicates a high level of expertise in a limited space and provides the compactness which is required in many places. The Kärcher SB MB is designed for operation of up to four wash bays and is individually configurable to practically any customer request – including the wash programmes.

**SB Wash: the perfect entry-level model**
If you are just starting in the professional self-service wash business, you cannot go wrong with the SB Wash single-bay unit. You do not need a lot of money or a lot of space for this unit, quite the contrary. Of course, the SB Wash is also ideal for complete cleaning of your own fleet.
SB MU: ACCORDING TO YOUR NEEDS

If you have a technical room at your site, we will deliver all of the system components and assemble it for you there. Or you can have the complete system delivered fully assembled and once installation and connection are complete, it is ready to use.
As so often, benefits are in detail. In addition to the flexibility, it is the technical features of the system which are particularly impressive.

**Optimal energy efficiency**
Pole-changeable and water-cooled pumps use their waste heat to heat the wash water. This reduces energy consumption, the environment is sustainably protected and your operating costs are reduced.

**Highly reliable**
Pneumatic dosing pumps guarantee adjustment of the dosing amount through lift and stroke, ensuring precise dosage and process reliability. This also means that smooth operation is guaranteed at every wash bay, even at peak times.

**Foam system Flex**
The water-saving foam system Flex gives the operator the choice of operating the system with either dry or wet foam. This can be individually set for each wash bay.

**Tested safety**
All of our high-quality components undergo a comprehensive functional test in the factory. Only if these tests are passed we deliver them to you. Guaranteed.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB MU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of wash bays: 4 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate per pump: 500 l/h / 900 l/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working pressure: 100 bar / 120 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water temperature: Max. 60°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated input power*: 2.8 kW / 4.7 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical connection: 3~/400 V/50 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* depending on the number of pumps
SB MB: CUSTOMISED FOR YOUR SITE

The system is not only extremely compact and available with up to four wash bays, it also comes in four different versions. Even here you have the choice which version suits your requirements.
Your options at a glance

For the Skid version, all components are pre-assembled in the factory and then installed and connected on-site in an existing technical room. The convenient Cab versions are first-class quality cabinets with stainless steel frames and very high-quality plastic doors for outdoor installation.

**Optimal energy efficiency**
Pole-changeable and water-cooled pumps use their waste heat to heat the wash water. This reduces energy consumption, the environment is sustainably protected and your costs are reduced.

**Highly reliable**
Pneumatic dosing pumps guarantee adjustment of the dosing amount through lift and stroke, ensuring precise dosage and process reliability. This also means that smooth operation is guaranteed at every wash bay, even at peak times.

**Protection against vandalism**
From the outside, only one high-quality security lock from BKS can be seen, which can easily be replaced with a lock from your own locking system on request.

**Easy servicing**
On both sides, two doors each with a removable middle bar allow quick access to the technology, equipment and cleaning agents. If the worst comes to the worst, your system will quickly be ready to operate again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>58 MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of wash bays: 2 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate per pump: 500 l/h / 900 l/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working pressure: 100 bar / 120 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water temperature: Max. 60°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated input power*: 2.8 kW / 4.7 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical connection: 3~/400 V/50 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*depending on the number of pumps
MORE OPTIONS. MORE SERVICE. HIGHER TURNOVER.

1. **Standard wash programmes**
   - Warm water high-pressure wash with high-pressure lance as a preliminary or main wash. With High-Pressure Wash CP 935 for removing stubborn dirt, such as dust, oils and grease.
   - The warm water foam wash with brush and Active Foam CP 940 can be carried out either with wet foam or the water-saving dry foam. For removing stubborn dirt and traffic film.
   - Rinsing to remove cleaning agent residues and dissolved dirt from the high-pressure or brush wash with cold water.
   - Hot wax with Thermo Wax CP 945 for surface sealing. The long-lasting, water-repellent conserving layer with high shine effect is applied with the high-pressure lance.
   - Top care for streak-free, spotless drying. Osmosis water and Top Care CP 950, a liquid spray wax for conservation and shine, are applied with the high-pressure lance.

2. **Special wash programmes for additional turnover**
   - Intensive Dirt Remover CP 930 removes even particularly stubborn dirt, such as insect residues.
   - Intensive foam with VehiclePro Foam Cleaner RM 838 for effective pre-wash or a completely brushless vehicle wash with the MultiApp lance.
   - Microemulsion for removing heavy dirt which typically occurs in Scandinavian countries.
   - Gleaming wheel rims with the alkaline Rim Cleaner CP 901.
   - Effective motorcycle programme with Active Foam CP 940 (wet foam) and low-pressure rinsing.

3. **Water softening and osmosis system**
   - Significantly reduces lime deposits, delivers brilliant cleaning results and also guarantees the longevity of the system.
Kärcher Fleet
The system is compatible ex-works for connection to Kärcher Fleet, the unique cloud-based data management system. So that you always have an overview of your system(s) in real time.

Remote control
The remote control RDS helps to ensure consistent availability and functionality.

Sophisticated operating concept
Intuitive selection of the various wash programmes using a rotary switch on the remote control. A display always indicates the remaining wash time. The remote control can either be mounted directly on the machine, externally, or it can also be integrated in the multifunctional unit.

Multifunctional unit
The multifunctional unit serves as an alternative to the standard remote control functions and works as a central partition element. It also serves as a tidy solution for washing tool storage.

Washing tools
Everything your customers need for a successful complete cleaning: depending on the version, with powerful high-pressure lance, innovative MultiApp lance, paintwork-sensitive foam brush or a combi washing tool consisting of lance and brush.

Optimal storage
Combi washing tool or foam brush are parallely and so cleverly aligned in the direction of travel that we have had this innovative detail patented. The high-pressure lance is securely stored in a special lance storage device.

Useful additional option
Not a big thing, but enormously helpful for your customers: mat beater and mat holder as optional extras.
SB WASH: HIGH PERFORMANCE ON SMALL SPACE

Requires very little space, but offers a complete vehicle wash. And with very low investment costs.
Professional vehicle cleaning

Whether you are just starting in the professional self-service wash business, keeping your own fleet clean or, as a workshop, want to offer your customers an extra service: you are on the safe side with our SB Wash single-bay unit. Because even the toughest dirt will not be able to withstand the 100 bar working pressure. At least, not for long.

Low-maintenance
All important components are easily accessible, the filters can be cleaned quickly, and the cleaning agent concentrate does not even need to be diluted. Even in winter, no special measures are required if the system is optionally equipped with frost protection.

Effective protective measures
The robust coin box is equipped with a two-key system. As long as one of these stays with you, you can be sure that no one can access it without you. The protected control board with display for showing the operating state or for menu programming provides you with all relevant operating data at the push of a button. So you are always informed.

Long-lasting technology
High-quality components and sophisticated technology guarantee low wear and tear and a long service life. Depending on the version, an integrated water softening system (on request also with osmosis) reduces lime deposits, thereby increasing the service life of the machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SB Wash 5/10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of wash bays: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate: 500 l/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working pressure: 100 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water temperature: Max. 60°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel consumption: 3.2 kg/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated input power: Max. 6 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical connection: 3~/400 V/50 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A highly functional and robust steel framework can be very aesthetically pleasing. You can choose the roof based simply on your taste – either curved and transparent made from robust polycarbonate or discrete, long-lasting trapezoidal sheet. Either way, a special roof attachment allows you to mount your company sign which is then visible from a distance. The sophisticated lighting concept is elegantly integrated into the underside of the roof and equipped with LED technology. Not only does this generate energy savings of around 55%, and therefore also save you money, in comparison to conventional fluorescent tubes, LEDs also last three to five times longer.

Similarly with the separating walls, you can choose these based on your requirements and demands. Choose between glass, Trespa® or tarpaulin. On request, each material can be individually designed and imprinted for you.

**Invitingly high-quality**
Customers value a high-quality, clean and professional atmosphere. Our wash bays, in visually appealing customised design variants, exude high quality and competence. And not only that: they also give you an independent and distinctive appearance among the local competition.
CREATE ADDED VALUES, INCREASE PROFITS.

Forecourt units from Kärcher automatically increase the attractiveness of your site. And boost your income too.

Mat Cleaner
The unit for waterless mat cleaning. Also available with storage shelf for temporary storage of mats during the cleaning process.

Air Water Tower
Precise inspection and regulation of the tyre pressure and refilling option for water, for example for cleaning the windscreen, in one machine. Also available with integrated frost protection.

Air Tower
For precise inspection and regulation of the tyre pressure – also equipped with integrated frost protection on request.

Perfume Tower
Immediately neutralises unpleasant odours in the vehicle, such as cigarette smoke. Obviously the Perfume Tower is also available as a frost free and winterized version.
SB V1 ECO: NICE AND EASY

The entry-level vacuum in our self-service vacuum range can impress from the start with its performance and design. Of course, the SB V1 Eco is also available in all RAL palette colours or in brushed stainless steel.

Robust, user-friendly, safe

The SB V1 Eco is already easy to operate ex-works. Innovative technology is at work in its interior, such as our patented and automatic Tact filter cleaning. The filter cleans itself using targeted and powerful blasts of air – and your customers enjoy the consistently high suction power of the single-bay vacuum. The many inaccessible areas in today’s vehicles, small gaps, edges and corners can also be easily reached thanks to the ergonomic suction nozzle which sits perfectly in your hand. To prevent the suction hose from coming into contact with the floor and thus prevent dirt from getting into the vehicle interior while vacuuming, we recommend ordering the automatic hose retraction at the same time. A slot barrier in the coin acceptor, which is suitable for both coins and tokens, effectively prevents unauthorised start-up. The coin acceptor is also available with a digital remaining value display on request.
MONO AND DUO SELF-SERVICE VACUUMS: A MUST-HAVE

Few customers visit your self-service wash centre just for the vacuum cleaner. But unfortunately, few will come back again if there is none available. For most customers, vehicle washes and interior cleaning go hand in hand. This needs to be taken into account.

With our single-bay and two-bay vacuums, you are not only meeting the needs of your customers, you are also securing a piece of modern, reliable and low-maintenance technology on your site which leaves nothing to be desired, even when it comes to colour selection: all self-service vacuums are available in RAL palette colours or brushed stainless steel.

**Thorough and convenient**
The vacuums offer gentle and thorough cleaning performance and, at the same time, convenient handling. The ergonomic suction nozzle reaches even the most awkward edges and corners and when it is not being used, it is stored in a special storage device, protected against dirt. Thanks to filter cleaning with vibrating mechanism, constant suction power is guaranteed. So that no dirt can enter the vehicle from outside during vacuuming, automatic hose retraction (optional) prevents the hose from coming into contact with the floor. A side benefit of this is that wear and tear is significantly reduced. And your customers simply pay using coins or tokens, as you prefer.
THE BIG SOLUTION: CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEM

If space on your site permits, we recommend installing our central vacuum system. This integrates drive, filter and control in one compact unit, ensures excellent cleaning results, is designed for continuous operation, and is reliable and low-maintenance. All of this with almost zero susceptibility to failures.

**Full power, low energy consumption**
A side channel blower with intelligent regulation enables something which may sound contradictory. The modern drive concept reduces energy consumption to an absolute minimum, while your customers can enjoy full suction power.

**Insert coin and get started**
The simple operating concept is so intuitive that further explanation is not necessary. Thanks to clever details, like the suction hose which is guided from above, you can get into the furthest corners of the vehicle.

**You decide how we make it**
With our central vacuum systems, you decide, according to your requirements and the space available, how many vacuum stations you want and whether the central components are supplied with or without an enclosure.

**Low-maintenance**
Thanks to an automatic filter cleaning system, the system is low-maintenance and reliable in operation. A bypass ensures inflowing air in the piping and thus creates a self-cleaning effect.
YOUR FUTURE WITH US:
THE KÄRCHER CLEANPARK FRANCHISE SYSTEM

Would you like to be your own boss and at the same time benefit from the high level of recognition and technological advancements of a global brand? Welcome aboard as a Cleanpark franchisee at Kärcher! You are in the best company of forward-looking self-employed operators all over the world.

Always up to date
Thanks to the latest technology of your system, you are always in a position to meet the needs of your customers. In addition, targeted communication measures address your customers, guaranteeing you a clear lead over the competition.

We are there for you
If you have any questions regarding our partner system, operational management, technology or advertising measures, simply contact us for help or advice.

Annual partner meeting
A regular exchange of experiences with us and your colleagues is an important part of contact maintenance and also brings you great informative added value and new knowledge in matters of operational management, system technology and advertising.

Comprehensive assistance from advertising professionals
We support you with a variety of advertising measures such as displays, campaign packages and national advertising campaigns. This will win you new customers and set you apart from the competition.

High level of awareness
The Kärcher brand is renowned worldwide. Benefit from our Cleanpark identity, a high level of awareness and a professional image.

Fair conditions
Whether cleaning agents, spare and wear parts, system accessories or advertising materials: we offer you everything you need at guaranteed fair conditions.

Certified confidence
Kärcher Cleanpark is an approved full member of the German Franchise Association.

Expert further training
We regularly hold technical training sessions to further increase your expertise.
BRUSHLESS VEHICLE WASH WITH THE NEW MULTIAPP LANCE

With our new, innovative MultiApp lance, you can offer customers who are in a hurry and want a brushless vehicle wash significant added value, from which you will also benefit as a result of increased turnover.

**Intuitive handling**
The easy handling of the MultiApp lance offers your customers two options: thorough pre-wash or a gentle, entirely brushless vehicle wash with intensive foam. The setting can be changed quickly and intuitively on the lance. A very convenient and time-saving type of vehicle wash, which can also increase your vehicle throughput.

**VehiclePro Foam Cleaner RM 838**
Together with our VehiclePro Foam Cleaner RM 838, the MultiApp lance forms a perfectly matched system. Precise and easy to use: in the intensive foam mode, microcrystals contained in the foam produce an immediately visible cleaning result after a contact time of just one minute.
ECOLOGICALLY CLEAN: OUR CLEANING AGENTS

Exactly what you need: fully effective at all water hardness levels and specially formulated for Kärcher vehicle wash systems. With special ingredients that protect the water-conveying parts against corrosion. Our ASF products with patented, easily separable formulas are environmentally friendly.
YOU MANAGE YOUR BUSINESS. WE PROVIDE THE SUPPORT YOU NEED.
Things can be much easier when people combine their talents. Pursuing goals together, complementing one another and learning from each other makes it so much easier to achieve success. One could call it the principle of progress. We call it Kärcher Services. A promise of partnership. By professionals, for professionals.

Kärcher Services
The complete range of services from a world market leader. And the perfect continuation of the advanced Kärcher system with innovative tools, a tailored range of services and efficient software solutions.

Kärcher Fleet
Fleet management
The intelligent solution for industry and role-specific recording and evaluation of all machine data and tools for increased efficiency, documentation and operations planning.

Kärcher Maintain
Service contracts
Every service package is precisely tailored to suit specific needs. The scope of services ranges from inspection as part of mandatory safety testing to servicing at the due date or the flat-rate Full Service.

Kärcher Service
Customer service

Kärcher Lease
Leasing
Tailor-made. Flexible. Secure. We provide the flexibility you need: with leasing and financing models to suit every need.